Notice

The Department is planning to observe "Rashtriya Ekta Saptah" during the period from October 31 to November 6, 2016 as a part of nation-wide campaign on the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhai Patel to honour his contributions in unifying a diverse country like India. Following is the list of some events that would be carried out in the Department in the memory of the great ‘Unifier’, i.e. Sardar Patel on the theme of unification, strengthening and bonding of the nation:

1. Unity runs with the message of a unified Bharat
2. Historical essays on the character and contributions of Sardar Patel with prizes
3. Essay writing and elocution on “Relevance and Importance of Sardar Patel in today’s India
4. Most creative slogan contest on the Unity theme

All the students of the Department are hereby informed to volunteer their names as participants in the above events in the office latest by 31st October, 2016
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